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ABORTED HUMAN FOETUSES
NOT ONLY IN VACCINES – SOFT
DRINKS TOO ARE PART OF THE
SATANISM
Some shareholders of PepsiCo, Incorporated put forward the following proposal to the
directors of the Company:

“RESOLVED:
Shareholders request that the Board of Directors adopt
a corporate policy that recognizes human rights and
employs ethical standards which do not involve using
the remains of aborted human beings in both private
collaborative research and development agreements.”
Rejecting this proposal, the Company stated:
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These are non-Muslim shareholders who are appalled by the rot and satanism of the
company in which they have invested. But, today’s molvis, muftis and sheikhs are
licking the boots of the atheists by peddling their haraam satanic wares. They
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“The Proposal may be excluded under rule 14a-8i(7) because
it pertains to matters relating to the company’s ordinary
business operations.”

crookedly employ and misinterpret Qur’aanic Aayaat, Ahaadith and Fiqhi texts in
support of their shaitaani narratives spun in defence of their atheists handlers.
Deepening the sinister satanic dimension, the Company in refusing to deal with the
Proposal of its own shareholders, averred:
“The second consideration is the degree to which the proposal
attempts to ‘micro-manage’ a company by “probing too
deeply into matters of a complex nature upon which
shareholders as a group, would not be in position to make
an informed judgment.”
Shareholders themselves being highly perturbed by the information that their
company utilizes aborted human foetuses in their flavourings, had made the
aforementioned proposal. However, the ‘deep probing’ of the shareholders spells
disaster for the company’s sales. Millions all over the world will desist from
consuming Pepsi on account of this information which exposes the satanism, disease
and filth of soft drinks, not of only Pepsi, but of all similar drinks.
Denials by soft drink and VACCINE manufacturers should be outrightly rejected.
When the directors of the company refuse to answer to even their bosses, the
Shareholders, what can then constrain them to honestly answer to outsiders who
have absolutely no say and no control over the satanic companies?
In order to continue bootlicking the atheists and the Bill Gates, Pharma & Iblees
cartel, moron molvis, juhala muftis and dacoit sheikhs in pursuit of dollars and other
sinister agendas, swallow the falsehood of vaccines not being manufactured from
aborted human foetuses.
Whatever these agents of Iblees proffer in vindication of their deglutition is not
dissuasive to men of Intelligence. The satanic villainy of these Munaafiq agents of
shaitaan is repeatedly exposed by reliable information from reliable sources.
The collaboration by muftis with the Bill Gates cartel is indeed most lamentable.
Their zig zag, fence-sitting fatwas, and also outright condonation fatwas expose the
nifaaq and kufr lurking in their hearts. These agents of Iblees act as if there will be
no Maut and no Qabr for them.

SOFT DRINKS ARE HARAAM!
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VACCINES AND VACCINATION ARE HARAAM!!!

